
        Origins and Dominance of Freemasonry / Illuminati  

 

The Illuminati has developed into the modern day catch all poster child of the political evils 

across the world. All of which seems highly ironic, as the group historically was founded on May 1, 

1776, with the goals of opposing superstitions, religious influence over public life, and the abuse of 

power by the state. 🔍-1. 

           Adam Weishaupt from Bavaria, Germany commenced the Illuminati in 1776 the same year 

America was formed. He accomplished this goal at the behest of Moses Amschel Bauer (Rothschild) who 

supplied him with the required funds. 🔍-2.  Weishaupt came from Jewish heritage, though his parents 

aren’t believed to have practiced Judaism. (otherwise merely attempted to withhold Jewish practices to 

gain regular acceptance within Europe). Adam was educated at a Jesuit school graduating ultimately 

from the University of Ingolstadt in 1768 with a doctorate in law. Thereafter, Weishaupt returned to 

his Jewish roots and he was taught Luciferianism/ Satanism in the French Royal Court. 

Indeed, freemasonry contained many features of the ancient Judaism of Kabbalah, though moving 

forward a further direct Jewish influence would be implored; particularly, utilizing usury combined 

with new banking power, very aggressive tactics, and the abuse of children. 

Whether he formed the Illuminati from within a lodge of pre-existing Freemasonry or his 

Jewish sect infiltrated Freemasonry has always been up for debate. I'll not dictate this thought 

further, for I've bore-witness to innumerable sources which contradict each other. An added topic of 

debate has always been George Washington's involvement with masonic corruption. Washington, 

certainly knew of this growing presence, but it's an arduous task deciding whether Alexander 

Hamilton (another member) had beguiled him into installing corrupt financial systems. This banking 

corruption primarily consisted of the pressures of the Rothschild's Bank of England preying upon the 

American people. Ben Franklin was a highly accomplished man, though he has been criticized for his 

membership of Freemasonry. Nonetheless, his thoughts concerning the previously mentioned new 

influence in freemasonry were apparent as he once stated, "don't ever allow the Jews in America or 

they'll place a financial stranglehold upon the nation." 

Many Christian heritage members abide in the 33rd degree. Regardless of these men's 

backgrounds they'll follow the same Luciferian religion as their respected predecessors. They'll look 

down upon the Middle and Lower-Class, considering them merely deserving to live through financial 

slavery. Regardless of the time period any comments heard by the middle-lower classes which derive 

from the Mason's will be lies; consistently told to accomplish deception. Men like Newt Ginrich 

appear on Fox News and while Fox's viewers are deciding he's a decent gentleman by cause of his 

anti-liberal stance, he's secretly working towards the same evil goals as his counterparts. This is 

strategy implemented by design and known as controlled-opposition. The American populace is so 

fooled by the Main Stream Media that: The owners of CNN, NBC, and ABC promote liberal views 

which they themselves don't believe in (Darwinism, etc.) Nevertheless, American citizens (European, 

Canadian, Australian, etc.) continue reacting to this deception by following suit and destroying society 

from within; exactly as they're being swindled to perform. 



 Furthermore, American citizens, particularly the baby-boomer generation who produce the 

most viewers of Fox News, actually believe that Fox isn't part of the Main Stream Media yet somehow 

abide on television. Additionally, many of its viewers think Newt Ginrich and G. Bush (Sr. & Jr.) are 

Christians which is an absolute absurd claim. 

 Interestingly, the Jesuits have additionally been accused of broader conspiracies, subversive 

methods and conspiratorial practices. 

Some of the major institutions behind the Illuminati/Freemasonry are Organizations like the 

United Nations, European Union, the World Health Organization, the World Bank, International 

Monetary Fund, G-20 Economic Group, the World Court, NATO, Council on Foreign Relations. 

A large quantity of internet news (e.g. redeemingtruth.com/videos.html) becomes released 

regarding Hollywood and its’ Illuminati control, management of false news, concerns pertaining to 

vicious pedophilia, and the murders of actors/actresses. Conspiracy erupts as for example, murder 

investigations come to a halt once the actions are stated as, "the Illuminati did it." This term implies 

we must halt investigation and never speak on this topic again - the secret Illuminati committed this 

act, henceforth, we'll never possess the ability to find out who committed the indecent act... 

 Undoubtedly, we must recognize this term ‘illuminati’ effortlessly produces this effect; albeit, 

we’re well aware who the Illuminati are; they're selfish Jews full of false pride who retain no 

empathy for others disparate from themselves.  They may have many brainwashed pawns subjected 

within their own ranks falsely believing a slightly altered existence and purpose of the brotherhood, 

though without the Jews on top of its structure this deception fails to exist; yet there would remain a 

smaller population of rich Luciferians who derived from Christian heritage. (a few generations prior). If 

their families have been many generational occultist's, they most-likely derived from the European 

Noble-Class and more specifically the families of the monarch's. 

 

🔍[1] Albeit, truths of the masons may be closer to a group of aristocrats who refuse to allow 

monarchs to ever again weigh so heavily in their decision-making, men hellbent on destroying 

Christianity while limiting the Catholic churches power, enslaving the rest of mankind to acquire 

more of their own riches and celebrating the Jewish Kabballah and Luciferian philosophies.  

These goals became evident with the extreme high masonic involvement in both World Wars 

and the establishment of the Soviet Union. 

 

🔍[2] A. Rothschild’s were directly responsible for the American (Moses Amschel {Rothschild} Bauer) and 

French Revolutions. (Mayer Amschel Rothschild, Nathan Rothschild, etc.) Likewise, not consisting of the only 

culprits, this family was highly involved in creating both matters. 


